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THESIS ABSTRACT THESIS ABSTRACT

What is tradition?  Careening 100 miles per hour across a thin 
shelf of ice, compelled solely by a precise manipulation of the wind 
atop razor sharp steel blades?  This sounds more like a death wish 
than tradition.  Yet building and sailing a wooden ice boat is an 
art that has been passed down for 300 years.  It is a composition 
of elegance, engineering, and craftsmanship, yet still is on a 
trajectory to extinction.  In a high-speed era of innovation, where 
does this tradition find its place?

Lake Geneva, Wisconsin is known as the Ice Boat Capital of the 
World.  Geneva Lake is surrounded by a tourist town and is a 
summer home for many of the Midwest’s wealthiest individuals.  
What exists here is a story and tradition of ice boating that is 
completely unique.  This thesis seeks to tell this story through 
a new destination at the heart of downtown, bringing to light 
what is unknown to many.  Skeeter Yacht Club is a portal of 
history, a facility of education, and an establishment dedicated to 
bringing all people to the art of building and sailing these wooden 
masterpieces.

Figure 1.1
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THE NARRATIVE THE NARRATIVE

 Lake Geneva, Wisconsin is known as the Ice Boat capital of the world.  Most people don’t know what an Ice boat is, let alone where 
Lake Geneva is.  But the story that exists here and the people that surround it create an ecosystem that is not replicated anywhere.  
 Ice boats are essentially sailboats on ice skates.  One to two people pilot the sleek vessel through control of the sail and the front 
skate.  The boats will often race in a looped track with a single direction of flow to avoid collisions.  The boats can reach speeds of over 60 
miles per hour and are often seen “hiking” on only 2 of their 3 skates.  Since this is far from a common sport, most enthusiasts build their 
own boat or have it made for them.
 Not only is Lake Geneva famous for its Ice Boats, but also for it’s vintage wooden boats.  These boats are meant for the sole 
purpose of craftsmanship, to take for a cruise around a lake and enjoy its environment.  These types of watercraft are not commonly 
found elsewhere.  Lake Geneva functions as a tourist town and summer home for wealthy families from the surrounding cities of Chicago, 
Milwaukee, and Madison.  These residents will often own a vintage wooden boat to cruise the lake in and to participate in yacht club 
activities.  Although these boats are commonly found in possession of this wealthier clientele, the craftsmanship in them bridges a gap that 
connects the culture to all people.  
 This thesis is based around this phenomenon.  Although a niche hobby, vintage wooden boats and ice boats can breed a connection 
that anyone can gather around.  Lake Geneva is without a location to celebrate this relationship.  Creating a marina workshop that functions 
as an interactive trade school can not only foster this relationship, but embolden the town’s identity on a national level. 
 The motivation for choosing this topic is my love for craftsmanship and hand building.  I grew up in the town of Lake Geneva, and 
always was fascinated by the work and the people that knit the town together.  I grew up on lakes, going swimming and fishing each summer.  
And I got to live and experience the community from the innocent perspective of a child as I grew up.  This story is unknown to most and 
should become known by all. 
 The research will center on a waterside trade school for carpentry, visible to the public and interactive in nature.  Not only should 
the research shed light on the story, but reveal the paradigm of an immigrant community within Lake Geneva’s working class paired with a 
wealthy, tourist upper class.  The intersection of these communities is found around the two watercraft typologies.
 The research will speak to the analysis of craftsmanship.  The building will have a calculated amount of workspace, as well as a 
proportionate amount of exhibition space.  In order to highlight the story of Ice Boats and vintage wooden boats, the building must also be 
iconic in its architecture.  It should be situated in a prominent position with adequate foot traffic, and must also be able to host any public 
event surrounding the boats.

Figure 1.2 - Tandem Ice Boat, banking a turn
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PROJECT TYPOLOGY PROJECT PRECEDENT

Figure 1.6Figure 1.3 Figure 1.4 Figure 1.5

The proposed typology will be in essence a boathouse, but transformed to include:

+interpretive center - boats on prominent display for off-season, but still in service.
+service and repair shop - trade school services and builds both typologies of boats
+events center - Space for gathering during boat festivals or races (all seasons)

+dining facility - adjacent to stored boats and shop, including drink options.

Boat Hangar / BETA office for architecture and the city
Cruise Terminal / Hexia Architects
Deep Dive Rowing Club / Scenic Architecture Office
Fisherman Workshop / Ipas Architectes
Fishing Boat Harbor and ‘River’ of Liopetri / Various
Het Bosch / JagerJanssen architecten + Dreissen Architecten
Jack Evans Boat Harbour / ASPECT Studios
Maritime Youth House / PLOT = BIG + JDS
The Boathouse / TreStykker 2012
U-Boat Hall / BOLLES+WILSON
Wagner Education Center / Olson Kundig Architects
WMS Boathouse at Clark Park / Studio Gang

Figure 1.7 - Wagner Education Center

Case Studies
List of precedent studies:

*Bolded to be primary focus
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MAJOR PROJECT ELEMENTS

Since Skeeter Yacht Club is formatted around sailing vessels that perform in the winter and the 
summer, the facility will have consistent usage throughout the year.  Initially, the anticipated 
peak season will be during the summer months of the year as tourists flock to Lake Geneva 
and weekend residents are able to get off work.  It is also expected that a large portion of the 
community will be older and retired, most likely spending weekdays during the summer in town.  

Traffic for events will generate use throughout the year.  Events like the Geneva Lake boat 
show, Ice boat races, and Winter Festival are international gatherings on an annual basis that 
bring people to the lake.  These events not only will give use to the event space, but also drive 
interest in the shop that holds their heritage as the backbone for which it is constructed.

The venue will be a destination with a strong identity and story.  The people that gather 
there will likely want to host events for personal use in addition to the club events and races.  
Weddings, parties, anniversaries, and dedication ceremonies are all possible with the flexible 
event space that is situated amongst the boats in storage.  This atmosphere facilitates a venue 
in motion - as boats are worked on in close proximity to visitors, the environment changes.

The shop spaces for servicing boats are a large project element that is at the core of the 
development.  They create a space for craftsman to apprentice and to learn.  This is invaluable 
for growing the sport of Ice boat racing and carrying on the tradition of constructing a 
traditional wooden boat.

The venue will be located on the shores of Geneva Lake.  The design is expected to include 
docks that stretch out into the water, used to accommodate water traffic to the site.  The docks 
can also be used as temporary storage for boats under repair, as well as an extension of the 
dining opportunities.

MAJOR PROJECT ELEMENTS

Docks

Parking

Delivery Bay

Launch

Programmatic Spaces: Use in Activities:

Shop Event Space Dining Support

Shop bay 1 - service

Shop bay 2 - construction

Shop bay 3 - storage/dining/flex

Material Storage

Classroom

Boat Storage (shared)

Event room

Boat Storage (shared)

Kitchen

Bar

Flex Dining

= Large Scale

= Medium Scale

= Small Scale

Table 1.1
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USER/CLIENT DESCRIPTION USER/CLIENT DESCRIPTION

Retirees:

Professionals:

Parents:

High School/College:

Young Adults:

Children and Infants:

Service:

Primary economic drivers of the boathouse.  Retirees will be more likely to be active in 
the summer with sailing wooden boats.  Likely to form comradery around clubs.  Might 
also be prone to getting into craftsmanship of the boats.

Will be active in races in the winter and more targeted to weekends as they maintain a 
bust schedule.  Likely to host business outings at the events venue.  Will also be large 
demographic for cruising the lake in wooden boats and dining in the restaurant.

Older individuals will be more likely to actively pursue invested roles in the boathouse.  
Since they are likely to be retired or close to it, they have the finances and time to 
pursue hobby activities.  They are also likely to mentor younger members and carry on 
the story of past participants in the craft.  Designing with a standard of tradition in 
mind will facilitate this primary demographic’s participation.

Younger visitors may interact with the site primarily by means of adults leading them 
to the destination.  It’s important to design the facility as to be of interest to younger 
people.  The building must be both interactive and inspirational at the same time.  If 
the point is to discuss and spread the traditions that surround the waters of Lake 
Geneva, it should be able to be fostered in any age group.

The project is wrought upon the spirit of craftsmanship and the drive of ice 
boaters.  It may take months years to craft a fine sailing vessel.  This level of 
focus and precision is rarely found in other crafts.  On the opposing end, racing 
an ice boat is a high speed and thrilling event.  Boats can reach speeds of over 60 
miles per hour, all the while risking a crash or going through thin ice.  The type of 
individuals that commit to this sport are daredevils and thrill seekers witnessing 
a thrill not known to many.  Understanding both mindsets is crucial during initial 
research.

Would be likely to chaperone outings for kids.  Will need facilities to support kids, 
especially in winter months.  Could also utilize event space for parties.

Could be big proponent in racing ice boats.  Local schools can partner with shop to 
offer intro classes.  Could be prime demographic for apprenticeships.

Good demographic to get started in racing boats.  Could coordinate field trips to 
venue to learn local history and grow appreciation for craftsmanship.

Pleasure found in viewing races and boat shows.  Not likely to actively participate in 
culture, but can begin to appreciate it at a young age.

Small service staff will need to maintain kitchen, dining room, material handling, and 
moving.  Could be part time employee or member volunteer.

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

+
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

User Demographics: Key Takeaways:

Table 1.2
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THE SITE THE SITE

The site is to be located on Geneva Lake in Lake Geneva, WI.  The 
lake itself is just under 7 square miles in area, with many bays and 
communities lining its shores.  There are boat clubs and social clubs 
that surround the lake, with the town of Lake Geneva situated on 
its far East shore.  
 The initial reaction is to place the shop in the downtown 
area for the high amount of foot traffic it will receive.  But through 
research, a list of potential sites shall be developed that itinerizes 
their benefits or drawbacks as a potential location.  Driving 
factors really include the community surrounding them.  The 
neighborhoods surrounding the lake differ drastically, and existing 
clubs might benefit from having the shop in closer proximity.  This 
is why it is important to document these thoroughly prior to 
selecting a site.
 The sit is situated in Flatiron Park, adjacent to the marina 
in downtown Lake Geneva.

Ice boating is only known in climates that are frigid enough to support the sport.  Countries like the Netherlands, Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, 
Sweden, Austria, and Germany all participate in tournaments each year.  In the United States, the Hudson River was historically the birth of 
the sport in North America, due to immigrants from the Nordic countries.  

It has also been part of Geneva Lake’s history for over a hundred years.  Visitors from all the previously mentioned countries will make the 
journey annually to participate in the winter tournaments.  

When I was growing up in Lake Geneva, it was not uncommon to see their sails rushing across the icy shelf during a weekend’s race.  The 
downtown is situated with views extending out towards the length of the lake, so anyone walking past shops on the shores can see far 
across to the other side if the weather is right.

In the summers, promenades of vintage wooden boats would parade around the lake, showing off their vessel and enjoying the summer day.  
These boats always felt untouchable- something that was so different from the average conception of what a boat was.  These experiences 
are at the root of what makes Lake Geneva the prime location for the Skeeter Yacht Club.

+ + +Internationally, the site is located where it is due to the 
significance of Lake Geneva being the Ice Boat capital of the 
world.  Germany and Norway share similar interest in the sport.

Wisconsin geographically experiences intense winters annually, 
with a large opposing diurnal swing.  This is conducive to both 
winter and summer watercraft activities.

Geneva Lake is 6.8 square miles in area, roughly the size of 
the sea of Galilee.  This ensures adequate space to support all 
water-born activities year round.

Description and Broader Context:

Figure 2.1 Figure 2.2 Figure 2.3 Figure 2.4

Geneva Lake

Geneva Lake

Downtown 
Lake Geneva

Lake 
Michigan

Chicago

Milwaukee

Madison
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THE PROJECT EMPHASIS THE PROJECT EMPHASIS

+Physical Emphasis

Physically, the building’s emphasis should be in accordance with the major spacial elements as listed prior.  The emphasis should always be 
on the boats.  People’s experience is situated around the boats.  The common interests that brought them to the site are based around the 
boats.  And the conversation that brides class and creed revolves around the boats.  Each moment within the building should reflect these 
ideals.  

+Theoretical Emphasis

Craftsmanship lies at the epicenter of ice boats and vintage wooden boats.  It is the unifying factor of their construction.  Departing from 
this core principal with each vessel lies the ideals of luxury and adrenaline.  Highlighting firstly the universalism and secondly the dualism in 
each element is pinnacle in the narrative I tell with this building.

+Social Emphasis

The social emphasis will be addressing two groups of people under one roof.  Although there is some overlap between the two, the groups 
are likely differing in demographics and ideals as stated prior.  But their craft is similar.  How can this project be one for all people, where 
anyone can find interest in its purpose.

Figure 2.5

Image displaying perfection 
in the craftsmanship of a 
wooden boat.

+
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GOALS FOR THE THESIS GOALS FOR THE THESIS

+Physical Goals

• Create a facility that fits within its environment, not obstructing any historically significant views or buildings.  The building should be 
stylistically approachable but also include gestures to the craftsmanship within.

• Make the site accessible, knowing that retirees will be using the club and lots of large products are moved through the site on any given 
day.

• Create a visual identity that reflects the culture of craftsmanship, competitiveness, and tradition.  The point of the building is to make 
evident the drive behind those who race ice boats and those who build them.

+Social Goals

• Instill a greater appreciation of effort for craftsmanship so that craftsman are upheld.
• Create a dialogue between upper class, working class, and lower class citizens that revolves around shared interests in sailing vessels.  Ice 

boating may be for daredevils, but vintage wooden boats are for a slow summer cruise. 
• Breed skills of hand-building in those that don’t recognize they posses them.  Through first workshops and then apprenticeships, the art 

of boat building can be passed on to someone with the talents to make it their career.

+Personal Goals

• Create a physical model of the building and the site on a large scale that I am proud of 10 years from now.
• Continue to have invested interest in the subject of my thesis after a long time of deliberation.
• Take care of bodily needs such as sleep and exercise.

+Theoretical Goals

• Instill a lasting impression on visitors of what true craftsmanship is.  Visitors can see, touch, and experience the culture surrounding 
these activities.

• Strengthen Lake Geneva’s identity of being the Ice Boat Capital of the World.  A permanent structure dedicated to this winter sport 

should be able to facilitate its growth and recognition abroad.
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PLAN FOR PROCEEDING PLAN FOR PROCEEDING
Areas of improvement Research Methodology
The project will continue to develop as research is added.  The research targets pre-establish focuses mentioned earlier in the proposal:

+Theoretical Premise
Gain an understanding of craftsmanship in the boats by analyzing construction methods and practices surrounding boats.  Seek out contact 
with builders from Lake Geneva or abroad.  Use this information to inform building design and moments.  Also research individuals from the 
clubs to gain an understanding of their drive to inform the user analysis.

+Project Typology
Research all categories to be included in the development as stated prior in the typology section.  Gain an understanding for facility needs as 
well as user needs.  The typology can be informed by case studies as well.

+Historical Context
Research in order to understand the history of Lake Geneva and its surrounding areas.  Adding newness to a tradition requires an informed 
decision.  Research should also include an analysis on the progression of Ice Boats as a sport, their origin, and their direction in the future.  
Historically, vintage wooden boats were a desirable commodity for any boat owner near water.  Now they have become a luxurious indulgence.  
Understanding this development and its roots is crucial to the design.

+Site Analysis
The site shall be selected based on an informed process of analyzing existing structures around the lake, proper zoning requirements, any city 
planning visions, and with consideration of the environment surrounding any proposed location.  The site must be adjacent to the water and 
will extend out into the water.  Research into building strategies to cope with a unique terrain should be employed accordingly.

+Programmatic Requirements
The program consists of a split occupancy, between an assembly, warehouse, shop, and restaurant space.  Each program requires support 
to function.  An analysis on how these very different spaces interact may take form in research through the employment of diagrams and 
estimated square footage.  Case studies involving shop spaces should inform types of equipment used in boat construction, which relates to 

Four main research strategies 
are employed to collect adequate 
information to inform design:

Method 1:  Historical research
Method 2:  Case study analysis
Method 3:  Qualitative research
Method 4:  Interviewing experts

The research will be the culmination of a mixed methodology of research strategies.  Historical research will be utilized for qualitative 
information on vintage wooden boats, their construction, and culture surrounding them.  It will also provide qualitative and quantitative 
information on Ice boats.  The construction, culture, and racing rules and regulations will be discussed in this portion of the research.

Case study analysis will be utilized for information on programmatic requirements within the respective typologies.  The case studies shall 
address each typology to some extent and will have dialogue on circulation, lighting, materiality, quality of space, and accessibility.

Additional qualitative research will be done on the needs of a shop.  The project seeks to provide a connection in a situation such as hosting 
guests at an event while boats under repair are stored in close proximity.  How these functions are managed will require an analysis of space 
and the necessary requirements on quality of the spaces.

Lastly, to gain a full understanding of the culture and spirit of ice boats in Lake Geneva, individuals from clubs, repair shops, marinas, and 
the like are to be interviewed to form a symposium of stories.  Ideally, some of these connections will develop into first handed experiences 
on a site visit.  
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PLAN FOR PROCEEDING PLAN FOR PROCEEDING
Documentation Methods Design Documentation

+Software to be used

• Modeling
• Revit 2022
• Rhinocerous 6

+Hard Skills Employed

• Physical Model
• Woodworking
• Metal Working
• CNC
• Hand tools
• Finishes

+Research Collection

• Thesis Notepad
• Iphone Camera (photos)
• Trace Paper
• Folder for loose papers
• Voice Memos for interviews
• Personal Laptop

• Rendering
• Enscape
• Lumion 12

• Illustration
• Adobe Photoshop 2021
• Adobe Illustrator 2021
• Microsoft Paint
• Hand sketching

• Drawing
• Thesis Notepad
• Trace Paper

• Presentation
• Adobe Indesign 2021
• Microsoft Word
• Windows Notepad

Following completion of the thesis, all work will be uploaded to NDSU’s online architecture thesis repository.  There, work will be made 
available for scholars to use and view at will.  The information will include the thesis presentation, the thesis book, the thesis boards, and 
any additional images of deliverables.

I intend to present the thesis in person without wearing a face mask.  A slideshow is to accompany boards on permanent display.  The slides 
will highlight major graphics or project points as detailed in the thesis book.  A detailed physical model will accompany the presentation and 
will be used to illustrate details of the project and site manually.

Finally, prior to submitting the final report, any additional research strategies are to be updated in the design documentation section of 
the thesis book.  Additional research and especially analytical methodologies will follow suit in being updated in their respective proposal 
category.
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PLAN FOR PROCEEDING PLAN FOR PROCEEDING

TOPIC SELECTION
THESIS PROPOSAL

DEFINE PROJECT MOTIVES
DEVELOP RESEARCH

SITE VISIT
SPATIAL ANALYSIS

STRUCTURE & CODE
DESIGN FINAL

DELIVERABLES

PARTI

INTERVIEWS

RESEARCH DOCUMENT

CHRISTMAS CHRISTMAS 
BREAKBREAK

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN
SCHEMATIC DESIGN

PRESENTATIONS

Schedule open to be revised 
after semester break and 
consequent site visits.

+= Thesis Timeline

= Personal Focus
Table 2.1

Project Schedule: Project Schedule:
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RESEARCH OVERVIEW RESEARCH OVERVIEW

Introduction
The research for this project is meant to support the unifying idea of the project as a whole: creating a functional 
space that services the narrative, history, and tradition of regionalized wooden boats and ice yachts in Lake Geneva, 
WI.  The research is meant to firstly understand the motive and history behind these traditions.  Secondly, it seeks 
to unpack viability of a the space as proposed.  Lastly, the research looks at practical outcomes and functionality of 
the thesis conclusion.  The research will be developed as follows:

Literature Reviews
“Wings on the Ice” by Frederic Gardiner gives insight to the history, construction, and rules of ice boating, told from 
the emergent perspective of 1938.
“Making Time; The Art of Loving Wooden Boats” by Mikko Jalas is a philosophical paper written to justify the 
tradition and time spent on owning and building wooden boats.

Personal Interviews
Sparky Lundberg
Steve Schalk

Case Studies
The Center for Wooden Boats
Maritime Youth House
WMS Boathouse at Clark Park

Site Inventory and Analysis
Qualitative Analysis
Quantitative Analysis

Figure 3.1
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LITERATURE REVIEW LITERATURE REVIEW
Wings on the Ice Wings on the Ice

Introduction
“Wings on Ice” is one of the most comprehensive books ever written on ice boating.  The book was written in 1938, a time when the sport 
was really evolving into the modern speculations.  The book breaks down many aspects of what an ice boat it; from history to craft, from 
racing to upkeep.  The book exhausts most subjects and is an exemplary piece of reference for the thesis.  

The portions covered in the review will be limited to the development of ice boating, analysis on racing and speed, and the fundamentals of 
design of an ice boat.  The reason for choosing these portions is to directly inform the design narrative.  Firstly, the proposal for the thesis 
includes gaining a deep understanding and respect for the history of ice boating in America.  This includes tracing the path from the origin 
in hopes of gleaning information from which to design.  Secondly, understanding the racing and speed of the boats gives a window into the 
true spirit of the subject.  The visceral energy with effortlessly careening across the ice is intriguing to anyone who views the sport, let alone 
participate in it.  This is analyzed as to inform the feeling of the space and people.  Lastly, the basics of construction of an ice boat will be 
analyzed.  It would be almost impossible to fully grasp the art of construction in the given time, but the goal is to understand enough to size 
the shop spaces appropriately.  The construction and maintenance also inform events occurring within the space, thus effecting program.

History of ice boating

Historically, ice boats began as far back as the 1700’s.  The first boats were built in Holland, simply by fastening a cross plank to the hull of 
a schooner.  The rudder consequently had a blade fixed to the bottom, which was used for steering.  This conversion was so loose, that one 
could take the skates off, patch the bolt holes, and sail the schooner on water again!  The first American ice boat was built in 1790 in New 
York on the Hudson River with a wood box as the base.  This form was crude, yet proved the broadness of the concept.  The form evolved 
into a stern steering boat, with a single skate in the pack for steering.  The front-steerer boat evolved on this design, negating much of the 
spin-out issues in a stern-steerer with a single skate placed at the extended bow.  This type of boat was first invented in 1932 in Wisconsin.  
Lastly, a less popular compromise of the two arrived and was deemed a “four runner boat”, which featured four skates.  The point in stating 
this development is to show how arts-and-crafts the sport was in its beginnings.  These designs can still be seen today, especially when 
journeying to other countries.  Holland still uses schooner-like boats for leisurely sails, carrying small groups of people.  

The biggest thrill to ice boating is the speed attainable.  With a sailboat, one is limited to the resistance of the water- movements can take 
minutes, and it is a slower process.  With ice boating, there is little friction, and the slightest miscalculation can flip the boat upside-down.  
Turns are instead made in seconds, and all while speeds can exceed 60 mph.  This is what led to the development and refinement of early 
boats.

Racing and Speed

Moving on to the racing of ice boats, the book discussed the countless factors involved with sailing.  Firstly, an ice boat’s ability to sail faster 
than the wind is an astounding feat that is due to the physics of the angle of wind effecting the sail.  The book discusses that there is no 
exactly ideal angle for an approach to top speeds, but that instead this must be felt out be an experienced sailor.  Ideally, somewhere around 
30 degrees is chosen in the jibe, while 60 is used in a tack.  In a race, a sailor can feel the effect of a wind shadow from other boats ahead.  
It is sometimes advantageous to dart off in another direction to undisturbed wind.  This is also the advantage to being in front of the pack.  
Then, there is the ability of a sailor to hike and un-hike their boat.  Hiking refers to the phenomenon of when the windward skate lifts off 
the ice.  The boat continues on at a precarious angle, yet tears along at an even keel.  This image is what is often depicted in graphics of an 
ice boat- one skate flying high up in the air as the boat floats effortlessly across the ice.  

The book described individuals who can control these factors as having the balance of a cat and the arms of a blacksmith.  All the while, he 
must be able to magically decrease and increase his weight according to the weather.  It states that these things take practice to master.  An 
experienced sailor will be able to feel the right angle, the direction of the wind, and the disturbed wind shadow of other vessels.

Design of a boat

The design of the boat should be broken into three main categories.  Firstly, control should be made possible in all design decisions.  
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Without control, the boat can’t even be used.  Secondly, the boat must have maneuverability.  If not, it is useless.  What follows is the third 
category of speed.  With the two prior design requirements satisfied, refinements to the design can be made for speed.

For control, the proportions will differ based on the boat.  But if the boat is prone to tip however, weight may need to be added or the 
sail might need to be smaller.  The weight a skeeter might only be 200 lbs, but if the person witting in it weighs even 150 lbs, the weight 
increases by 75%.  The danger with a front steerer is capsizing, and a stern steerer is flickering (or spinning out).

The maneuverability is defined in the steering and ability to maneuver a sail.  With different classes of boats comes different ways to steer 
them.  But overall, the speed will follow if this is right.  The book writes that at the time, there wasn’t much of a standard in design.  Lastly, 
technical information made mention that the speed is largely dictated by weight, sail plan, type, and the runners.  

Conclusion

Overall, the book covers the three main concepts to be researched: the development of ice boating, analysis on racing and speed, and 
the fundamentals of design of an ice boat.  The book proved that the history is interesting and highly regional.  Other than New York 
and Michigan, Wisconsin was the only state that was mentioned in the book, showing the importance of the site selection for the thesis.  
Secondly, the racing technicalities show that an experienced sailor has the distinct advantage of grasping the feel for the boat.  This shows 
that tradition is a key concept with the sport.  And lastly, the craft of these boats was highly experimental at the time and drew directly 
from sail boats.  Though we have since standardized many of the designs and boats can be bought online, people still find the pride in 
custom-building their own boat.  All this proves that this book can be used as a strong influence in guiding the design and program of the 
space.  

Figure 3.2

LITERATURE REVIEW LITERATURE REVIEW
Wings on the Ice Wings on the Ice
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This article is written by Mikko Jalas, a Finnish philosopher.  The general premise of the article is discussing how wooden boats are a craft 
of dedication.  The practices of working with wooden boats often require heavy tolls of stress and time.  He rationalizes the time spent both 
with the construction and enjoyment of said boats, and discusses the underlying principles of the craftsmanship involved.

This article is analyzed to further rationalize the justification for doing this project, and to give insight as to why people would be attracted 
to ice boats and vintage wooden boats in the first place.  Jalas first presents a story of a couple that restores a wooden boat.  This story is 
used to aid in the narrative of multiple subjects he brings up as discussion points.  He speaks on the value of sharing involved in wooden 
boating, how it animates and preserves local history, how wooden boats hold an aesthetic superiority, and the reason of “why” people do it.  
These four categories will be broken down in this analysis to support the thesis narrative.

Value in Sharing

Jalas talks about the “sharing” in wooden boats in a holistic perspective.  During summer months, boats bring like-minded individuals 
together in races and festivals.  He even talks about when boats are stored for the winter, this is a time of idea sharing, new techniques, 
and idea sharing.  Despite all this, the densest interaction in sharing is seen at the exchange of ownership.  This is an exchange of traditions 
and knowledge, along with the boat itself.  In the narrative that precedes these conclusions, he talks of a couple that labors over every small 
detail of the boat they purchased.  If the canvas seating was even slightly cracked, they would spend the majority of the winter in repairs 
to make it perfect for the next summer.  This upkeep also forms a great level of sharing.  Jalas makes mention of how certain tasks are 
outsourced, like upholstery, welding, etc.  Through these tasks, more people are added to a large network of individuals that can hold an 
appreciation for wooden boats.  

Totems of History

It is this process that brings locals together around a common theme.  There is an innate history involved with every wooden boat, whether 

ice or water.  Often times, boats are kept within a region their whole life, though they pass through the hands of many owners.  In this 
sense, they are a totem of local history.  This relates back to the common theme in the thesis of telling the story of history- in many senses, 
yacht clubs do this very well.  But this is an exclusive affair, and does not include the winter version of the sort.  What can be learned is that 
there is genuine value to be drawn by bringing others into the loop of this local history.

Aesthetic Superiority

Thirdly, the aesthetic values are discussed to show that wooden boats are not simply a time capsule of history.  Wooden boats will always 
hold superiority in an aesthetic manner.  Jalas describes that there is a key difference in even the sensory experience involved in a wooden 
craft when compared to a fiberglass alternative.  The smell of wood and the warmth of the look emphasize the joys in building and owning.  
This means even the very activity of boating has a sensory quality that decommodifies and lends value to the experience.  

Reasons for Interest

Lastly, Jalas breaks down select reasons for the motive behind building, owning, and maintaining a wooden boat.  He notes that most people 
who actually own a boat do so as mostly a generational matter.  The second way is vastly early exposure in a school or youth group setting.  
The initial interest may start here and grow later in life.  This initial exposure is key in sustaining the culture.  This hobby appeals most in 
the professional world to architects, designer, and engineers as they have an understanding for craft.  This makes sense, as these individuals 
are most in tune with how to develop a process and make things function.  This is not to denounce those who don’t possess these interests.  
The other side in general can still hold a vast appreciation for the beauty, the craft, or the function in any boat.  Jalas makes note that 
though they may want to be entwined in the culture, simply scraping the edge is enough for most to feel satisfied.  This supports the thesis 
program in bringing the public to an intimate interaction with both the process and the object.  

In some of his final paragraphs, Jalas makes note of a noteworthy feeling that some feel with wooden boats: emancipation.  He states that 
the hobbyists and thrill seekers that may own or race a lot of these boats do so as an escape.  Many will work a day job and tell of their real 

LITERATURE REVIEW LITERATURE REVIEW
Making Time - The Art of Loving Wooden Boats Making Time - The Art of Loving Wooden Boats
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career of sailing their boats.  It can be an escape of time and commitment, which I think is why the culture surrounding wooden boats runs 
so deep.  

Conclusion

Overall, Jalas equates the time put into the actual building and upkeep of a boat as an almost spiritual matter.  It brings together strangers, 
it is a totem of history, it caters to an inclusive sensory experience, and it acts as a vessel of interest for people at any level.  The rationale 
for the thesis on a conceptual level is upheld by this analysis and its main points.  By creating a space for the public to gather at an intimate 
level with wooden boats, it develops a renowned regional recognition, stimulates interest in the sports, and unites a diverse group around a 
common theme.  

LITERATURE REVIEW
Making Time - The Art of Loving Wooden Boats

LITERATURE REVIEW
Making Time - The Art of Loving Wooden Boats

Figure 3.3
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LITERATURE REVIEW LITERATURE REVIEW
Overview Overview
The literature reviews chosen for in-depth analysis are both to back up the underlying narrative and justification for the thesis.  Two main 
justifications needed to be validated in order for the project to really take ground. 

The first is reason for valuing the craft and history of Ice boats.  The book chosen was written in 1938, a time of emergence for the sport 
both nationally and regionally in Lake Geneva.  The author uses the book as a comprehensive journal of all things know about ice boating 
and still is one of the most complete works to date.

“Wings on the Ice” documents firstly the history of ice boating.  It makes note of how the development was really a regional occurrence, 
and that each area that adopted the practice would iterate on it.  This applies directly to Lake Geneva’s history in the sport.  With the local 
invention of the Beau-Skeeter class of ice boat as stated in the historical context, Geneva Lake saw its own unique iteration.  A couple 
notable shops sprang up in Lake Geneva and Fontana that serviced ice boats from all across the Midwest.  It was because of this that 
Williams Bay on Geneva Lake became known as the “Ice Boating Center of the World”.  

The book supports the thesis grounds that telling a this heritage is important, as is it’s history.  The technical information added to the 
overall depth of knowledge within the thesis and will serve to inform the design.  The care in construction that is documented informs the 
attention to function and details in the actual design of the building.  The theoretical grounds and justification are then supported by the 
second document.

The second document “Making Time- The Art of Loving Wooden Boats” supports the thesis narrative in multiple lights.  Firstly, its 
discourse brings up how at the any of these crafts is time.  There is time that goes into purchasing, building, upkeep, maintenance, and using 
the boat.  Jalas argues that this time is offset by the numerous benefits and unmatched experiences that are gained with that investment.  
This translates well into justifying the building as proposed in this thesis.  Not everyone will want to spend the time of actually owning their 
own boat.  But the majority of people will want a cheap taste of what this is like without the commitment.  By exposing more people directly 
to all aspects of this atmosphere, they are able to touch and gain an understanding of this life.  Ideally, this experience also inspires some 
new-found personal interest in the hobbies and fosters the next generation.

Another point that the article makes is the value in sharing history.  The project’s concept is to serve as an icon, forming a national identity 
and narrative in wooden boats and ice boats for Lake Geneva.  These are strong enough stories with large enough foundations that they can 
inspire further discourse.  Jalas says that with the transferring of ownership of a wooden boat, or for that matter an ice boat, there comes 
with it a history.  If some of these boats are worked on in close proximity to a densified pedestrian area, they can serve as an educational 
experience on craft and an informative experience on the history.  It’s about opening the relationship up to the public on a larger scale.  
With added public interest comes increased identity.

Lastly, Jalas makes mention of a sensory experience attached to wooden boats in particular.  Gardiner also makes note of a similar 
experience, only found in ice boats.  These sensory experiences can be translated into the architecture of a space built for sharing.  With 
wooden boats, it’s a sense of elegance, speed, craftsmanship, and care.  With iceboats, it shares in craftsmanship, yet adds speed, precision, 
and risk.  These are powerful emotions that can bring people together.

Overall, both literary analyses lend themselves to supporting the project theme.  They justify sharing the local history of wooden boats and 
ice boats to the world of visitors seen each year.  People come to Lake Geneva for the lake, and these boats are the most meaningful way to 
experience it to the fullest. 
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CASE STUDIES
THE CENTER FOR WOODEN BOATS

FIRM:

LOCATION:

TYPE:

YEAR BUILT:

SIZE:

BUDGET:

Olson Kundig

Seattle, Washington

Cultural Center / Commercial

2019

9,200 S.F.

$6.6 Million

The Center for Wooden Boats is located in proximity to Seattle’s Museum of History & Industry- an appropriate forerunner to set the scene 
for what was to be the intent of the Center for Wooden Boats.  The overall site of Lake Union Park is set in the back of Lake Union’s bay.  
This site was redeveloped for a $9 Million budget.  This stage is overtly nautical in history and nature.  The backdrop is comprised on one 
side of downtown Seattle, while the other is a host of views out to docked boats.  

The overall concept of the building is to create a space of function that can educate on the deep tradition in building wooden boats.  This 
motion in construction is really the exhibit at play; while carpenters work and teach people the “how-to” of boat building, others look on in 
curiosity from all parts of the building.  What makes this successful is Kundig’s approach to materiality and flow.  The first floor is host to 
the restoration room, visitor’s lobby, and office space that pairs with storage.  The second level is filled with 2 main classrooms and halls 
that overlook the boats and shop space below.

THE CENTER FOR WOODEN BOATS

Figure 4.1

Figure 4.2
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CASE STUDIES THE CENTER FOR WOODEN BOATS

What makes this successful is Kundig’s approach to materiality 
and flow.  The scandanavian-nautical theme is simple in nature, 
with clean and reclaimed materials.  The wood cladding is re-
purposed form past construction, and doubles as a mechanized 
shading device.  The exterior walls on the first floor disappear 
with large, glass panes.  By elevating the materiality to the 
second floor, the events of the first act like a storefront, drawing 
attention.  

A second distinguishing factor of success in the building is how 
it presents wooden boats.  The essence of the boats displayed 
is the amount of time and problem solving put into their 
construction.  The Center emphasizes this by having people 
actually work on building new boats in the showcased space.   

Tradition is kept alive through this construction process.  Master 
craftsmen continually work to build and restore boats in the 
main hall.  Visitors can come take classes to build their own 
small skiff in the shop under the instruction of a craftsman.  The 
hands-on experience engages visitors in a way that not many 
museums could.  As a display space alone, the site would rarely 
see any traffic.  But as a vibrant, active maker space, the site is 
continually changing and becoming new.

Boats are displayed by being suspended on a 
pulley systems attached to the rafters above.

Visitor Center / Loft

Material Storage

Restoration Boat Hall

Restoration Boat Hall

Work Area

Research Findings

Figure 4.3 Figure 4.4
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The Center for Wooden Boats is a LEED Gold targeted building and employs many 
passive strategies to leverage the site.  The large wooden panels on the exterior can 
be raised or lowered depending on the desired amount of light in the space.  In the 
winter, these would typically be raised to allow the sun to passively heat the space.  
More importantly, in the summer they are often lowered for shade.  The building 
itself has no air conditioning, so it also has the advantage of leveraging cross-
ventilation to cool the spaces.  The main storefront facade in the shop can be fully 
opened up to the elements.  The building also features operable skylights for proper 
ventilation.  The roof is host to a solar array that is rated for 46.5 kW of electrical 
generation.  

Structurally, the building employs steel as the main, load-bearing element.  This allows 
the building to cantilever out over the entrance and also employ its large amount of 
glass on the first floor.  Site-cast concrete is also used in parallel with the roof’s gable 
as an anchor point to tie the structure back to.  

Beyond the steel structure, wooden joists run perpendicular to carry much of the 
plywood interior cladding.  The interior is left mostly unfinished, which is an excellent 
design decision.  Since the space is home to a workshop, getting messy is not a large 
deal.  Just like the inside of a wooden boat is left to reveal its ribs and laminations, so 
too the ceiling and walls are left to the bare minimum.  In this sense, the building’s 
structure reflects the construction of the wooden boats it houses.  

CASE STUDIES THE CENTER FOR WOODEN BOATS

Analysis

Conclusion
All this works with the natural tenants of sailing - to use the elements to one’s 
advantage.  The building is solely designed for function, and the resulting form is 
beautiful, just as the form of a boat is beautiful.

“The design features wood, glass and steel, and just like on a boat, every inch of 
space and feature is designed to provide the highest function,” architect Tom Kundig 
said in a statement.

The unifying idea really lies in the essence of sailing, and how the building mimics 
this.  In application to this thesis, the functionality and precision of an iceboat should 
be a basis for flow within the design.  In a construction setting, the function of the 
space will inform the form.

Figure 4.6

Figure 4.5

Figure 4.7
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CASE STUDIES MARITIME YOUTH HOUSE
MARITIME YOUTH HOUSE

FIRM:

LOCATION:

TYPE:

YEAR BUILT:

SIZE:

BUDGET:

BIG

Copenhagen, Denmark

Youth Center / Docks

2004

21,527 S.F.

$1.3 Million

The Maritime youth house is really the design solution to the intersection of one problem with two competing desires for the site.  The 
site itself was a polluted plot of soil along Copenhagen’s shores.  As part of the budget, a third of the money was to be allocated towards 
cleaning up the soils.  One need was to provide as much room as possible for mooring the sailing club’s boats.  They needed most of the 
site’s water-bordering side.  The second component to the design objectives was to provide space for the children to play outdoors safely.  
Both these opportunities would require a large amount of grade-level space and would be a challenge on the contaminated site.

The solution resulted in allocating the soil reclamation funds toward a structure that would instead raise the whole site up above the soil.  
The site became one large dock, undulating to create spaces of play on the crests, and rooms for the youth house and boat storage below.  

Figure 5.1

Figure 5.2
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The northwest building is functional as storage and 
amenities such as bathrooms.  The southeast unit 
serves as the main indoor gathering space.  The 
space features a kitchen, also featuring bathrooms 
and additional storage.  

The boat storage lies around the outer perimeter of 
the site, making it invisible from inside the site.  This 
services both groups by freeing up the main site 
for gathering, and allocating storage to the unseen 
spaces of the site.

This case study follows some of the same design philosophy as the Center for Wooden Boats.  The form is reminiscent of a nautical theme 
in its undulation and materials, just as the Center used similar materials and a functional form.  In this scenario, the dynamic shapes that are 
employed are highly functional as a play-space for youth to play around.  It also uniquely opens the underside of the structure to storage, 
thus allocating double the use out of a single unit of square footage.  

The big response of this project was to the economic and environmental restraints given at the onset.  The polluted soil proved to be safe as 
long as it wasn’t contacted, so the funds initially allocated to abatement were transferred into building material costs, allowing this dynamic 
form to take place.  

Socially, the space has been transformitive for both groups using it.  It focuses on gathering and playfulness.  It also turned money from 
invisible, to visible through the reallocation of funds to building costs.  

CASE STUDIES MARITIME YOUTH HOUSE

Analysis

Research Findings

Figure 5.3 Figure 5.4

Figure 5.5

Figure 5.6
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CASE STUDIES MARITIME YOUTH HOUSE

The project’s structure is a majority wood.  The interesting component is that from the outside, the surfaces are almost completely made 
of wood.  In contrast, the interior of the building is concrete and metal- all materials that typically clad the exterior of a building.  What 
this does is places an emphasis on the exterior.  The outside is where people are meant to be and stay in this building, so the material 
environment caters to this sentiment.  

The building also plays with light in a few unique ways.  The main indoor gathering space has glass on the East and West faces, allowing for 
a bright and well-lit kitchen and dining area.  The glass also has large doors that open to face the ocean, which bring natural ventilation into 
the space.  Around the perimeter, some of the accessed enclosed storage spaces are clad in a metal cage with opaque plexiglass offset to 
their interior.  This masks much of the clutter that needs to be stored, but also brings a lot of light in to an otherwise dark space.  At night, 
this emits a soft, even glow of light, mimicking a beacon or light house, thus carrying the nautical vernacular further.  And finally, some 
of the open-air storage is lit from above.  This storage is sheltered by parts of the wooden decking that rise from the grade level to arch 
over top.  Since the boards are spaced like decking, cracks of light can be seen emitting from the outside, doubling as a foot-level light for 
navigating the structure in darker hours.

Since the space is complex in terrain (and consequently doesn’t fall under the US laws of being ADA compliant), more freedom is allowed in 
the design.  The peaks all feature light railings so children aren’t as prone to fall off when playing atop the structure.  

This study informs on the overlapping of uses in a building of similar typology to the thesis.  The storage of boats is clevely managed in 
the Youth House, making the space above and around more friendly for the pedestrian.  It is also important to think of space in a multi-use 
sense.  This study shows that thinking vertically proved beneficial in the overall design.  

The unifying idea of the space is that it exists to bring all kinds of people together in a maritime scene.  The project functions as a symbiotic 
reltaionship because of the clever management of funds and design solutions. 

Conclusion

Figure 5.7
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CASE STUDIES WMS BOATHOUSE AT CLARK PARK
WMS BOATHOUSE

FIRM:

LOCATION:

TYPE:

YEAR BUILT:

SIZE:

BUDGET:

Studio Gang

Chicago, Illinois

Boathouse (for rowing)

2013

22,620 S.F.

$8.8 Million

The WMS Boathouse at Clark Park is home of the Chicago Rowing Foundation.  The overarching goal of the project is to provide a space for 
year-round training and learning, both indoor and outdoor.  The unique form mimics the motion of someone rowing a boat.  Not only does 
this make sense in form, but it also is a passive strategy in building design.  

The building comes at a time of revitalization on the once heavily polluted Chicago River.  It encourages outdoor experiences, makes citizens 
conscious of the importance of the river, and brings health and community to the surrounding groups of people.

Figure 6.1

Figure 6.2
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This study relates to the other case studies more than anything in its use of light.  The space is transformed by strategically placed 
clerestory windows with Southern exposure.  The glazing is made with Guardian SunGuard SNX 62/27 to provide energy savings by 
capturing sunlight via the floor slab in the winter to passively warm the space.  The indoor pool training space even features an entire wall 
that features operable glass doors, similar to the Center for Wooden Boats.  It employs passive strategies that mimic the other case studies 
and features a material palette that mimics the simple plywood construction of both case studies.  

Where this study differs is in its typology-  This facility is focused on the training and overall storage of long rowing boats.  Where one was 
a workshop and another was a youth center, this facility is focused on the development of athletes by use of modern technology.  
The design responds to the adjacent river firstly in its form.  As diagrammed in Figure 6.4, and shown in Figure 6.3, the roof-line mimics the 

Research Findings

CASE STUDIES WMS BOATHOUSE AT CLARK PARK

rowing motion used in the water.  Culturally, the boathouse 
is shaping the new narrative of the Chicago River.  Studio 
Gang has provided the city with a new hub for expanding its 
environmental pursuit to restore this historical waterway.  

To further service the overall environmental narrative, the 
site redirects storm water runoff through an engineered 
substrate that allows the water to pass through detoxifying 
layers of gravel and soil before re-entering the river. 

The aforementioned passive lighting is accomplished through the southern 
exposure windows.  These clerestory windows are possible through a large 
truss system that is repeated in mirrored form along the length of the 
building.  The roof’s resulting compound slope on each segment is solved 
by utilization of a flexible plywood cladding on the ceiling as seen in Figure 
6.7.  Because of these spanning trusses, the floorspace in the main storage 
building is freed up to allow for easy access of boats and equipment.  

The geometry of the building is of a simple undulation, comprised of 
rhombuses on the outside and triangle forms on the clerestories.  Overall, the 
design is very linear and features a textbook Studio Gang repetitious design.  

Analysis

Figure 6.3

Figure 6.4

Figure 6.5
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CASE STUDIES WMS BOATHOUSE AT CLARK PARK

In plan, the building is separated into two buildings; one being a field house, and one being boat storage.  Both are linked with an outdoor 
courtyard, planted minimally with trees.  This dramatic cut acts as a unifying entry approach to both buildings, also signaling a transition of 
use when moving from one to another.  

It’s also important to note that the building is oriented in the direction of the river- the repetitious undulation that mimics rowing is angled 
down-stream.  This plays in symmetry off of the actual boats passing by.  Though rather simple in structure, the repetition creates a 
dynamic overall form. 

This study supports the notion of form with a passive function.  The initial problem was that the Chicago river was polluted 
from Chicago’s industrial past.  The design of WMS Boathouse at Clark Park firstly created a destination, bringing people to 
the river.  Its function then activates the river by allowing locals access to boat rentals and consequently educates them on 
why this is an important resource.  Thirdly, the boathouse employs passive strategies as standing proof of its commitment to 
its symbiosis with the environment.

The premise that the boathouse was simply a functional space for rowers and storage shifts more to the underlying purpose 
of creating the building to passively clean the river- not only through soil filtration, but through the hearts and minds of 
everyone using it.

Conclusion

Figure 6.6

Figure 6.7 Figure 6.8
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CASE STUDIES TYPOLOGICAL SUMMARY

The three case studies listed were a grouping of three unique building typologies that covered multiple aspects of the nautical theme 
at hand.  The thesis centers around a grouping of design challenges.  Firstly, as stated in the research methodology, the building should 
physically be an interpretation of tradition and craft.  Then, the building must operate efficiently for its multiple functions.  Lastly it needs 
to be a destination to increase awareness and knowledge about the craftsmanship involved with ice boating. The three case studies listed 
individually addressed these components of the design-to-be.  

The Center for Wooden Boats was concerned with history and tradition.  In a world where craft is increasingly fleeting and automation 
replaces, the Center is a totem for keeping this tradition alive.  This solution applies directly to the historical aspect of the thesis.  The 
center employed materiality, space, and action in a way that facilitates this narrative to the public eye.

Maritime Youth House addresses how to creatively merge two uses in a single space.  The youth center needed room for kids to play on the 
site, and the sailing club needed lots of space to moor their boats.  The solution was a compromise thinking vertically.  The boat storage was 
pushed under an elevated deck space, whose roof worked as a play-scape for kids.

The WMS Boathouse at Clark Park is a building that stands as a destination that exudes a narrative- to preserve the cleanliness of the 
Chicago River.  It also tells a story of rowing and how the sports motion can poetically inspire the architectural form.  Much like how the 
thesis seeks to create a destination for community with the Skeeter Yacht Club, the WMS Boathouse is a gathering space for renting boats 
and training for competition.

In breaking down the individual case studies, the unifying observation was that of the care taken in choosing materials appropriate to the 
subject matter.  All used either a plywood or decking to finish the spaces.  This hearkens to the boats that each project uses.  The design 
was always inspired by the boat; inspiration drawn from form, from function, and from motion.

The projects all use light in a unique way as well.  Light can be leveraged in a passive system of heating, or to influence the quality of space.  
In general, passive systems were always considered for the site, simply bettering the environment and the mood within the architecture.

Some common characteristics that underline the unifying idea of the thesis include materiality, lighting, storage, and program.  It made 
sense that each building would mimic a nautical theme in its architecture, since boats are also heavily designed for performance.  More 
uncommonly, some of the form proved to be rather unique for how functional the spaces were meant to be.  In the WMS Boathouse, the 
ceiling featured a compound curve achieved with gradually bent sheets of plywood fixed to the trusses above.  

The effect of perceived underlying conceptual ideas is a rather confusing topic to analyze and is probably not worth while.  However, the 
effect of the different sites on the project type actually makes sense and conclusions can be drawn.  Each site is directly adjacent to the 
water and interfaces with the waterfront in similar ways.  Boats are stored within each structure, but there is direct and linear access to 
the water from the storage.  In the context of an ice boat, similar objectives should be satisfied, though docks are not as necessary since 
the boats sit atop the ice.  However, it should be considered that open water would be dangerous for launch and thus should be avoided or 
solved in alternate means.

The cultural influences demonstrated with the case studies were very strong sentiments, stronger than what was at first perceived.  The 
amount of community that can be built around a relatively small and simple concept proves the viability of the project.  In all instances, 
there was a compromise of experience demonstrated through the building’s subject matter.  

Functionally, most of the studies operate in a similar manner to what is planned for the Skeeter Yacht Club.  The storage is all relatively 
linear with large operable doors to allow for large vessels to move freely into the space.  Large, open spaces are king for a workshop or 
storage space.  All spaces were also sized according to the largest boat that was to be stored. The dining or gathering spaces with each case 
study had views to boats or the water in some manner, which would be expected.

Lastly, the spaces were not separated in means other than a physical wall.  Materiality, form, and lighting all carried the aesthetic that was 
established as a standard in the other spaces.  The spacial relationships showed playfulness and flow.  They blended the barrier between a 
shop, a kitchen, and storage.  This allows for any visitors to at once experience all uses, providing a unified vision in a single glance.  If the 
point of the thesis is to understand ice boats, then the building’s functions should be easily understood.

Overall Analysis

Overall Conclusion
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PROJECT JUSTIFICATION PROJECT JUSTIFICATION

Why is the project personally important?
• The project was chosen based on something that I was personally invested in. I have defined that my project is based on 
craftsmanship and wood construction. In a throw-away society, we have lost touch with the art of construction. I’m passionate about 
craftsmanship and therefore I’m invested in telling this story.
Why is it important to do this project at this stage of an academic development?
• The project leads to a well developed and thoughtful project that both exhibits personal design abilities, as well as shows 
responsibility for personal work.  My project specifically aligns with some of my interests out of the profession, which shows employers that 
I have well rounded interests.
How is the project going to add to your set of skills?
• I am developing a strong set of research-oriented skills.  These skills aren’t particularly developed in other projects from the past, 
so this allows me to stretch myself out of my zone of comfort.  I will also learn how to ask questions; to be analytical.  My thesis requires a 
deep understanding for people and place.  This is directly applicable to the profession, where it is meaningful to understand your client.
How can you justify the project economically?
• Economically, the project would be a bit undertaking, but the return on investment is multi-faceted. The new building primarily will 
promote additional tourism. Being that the town of Lake Geneva is already based around this, I am strengthening the surrounding economy 
as well. Secondly, the project breeds opportunity for event fundraisers and gatherings. The boathouse will be a place of international 
interest, drawing crowds to competitions and club events.
Where might the funds come from for your project and are the sources justified?
• Funds could come from the strong base of individuals sharing interest in the craft through private investments. If they want to 
promote their sport, they can dually support their own interest with their time and monetary investment. Another source for funding would 
be naming rights on a donor wall. Local businesses could take notice of the venue as there would be many overlapping interests revolving 
around the lake. 
What would be the post-occupancy impacts of your project? Would these impacts justify your project?

• The project would go on to become a gathering space that dually exhibits the sport of racing and the craft behind 
it.  People who come to the space to celebrate or discuss will associate their meetings and conversation with the gravity of 
thoughtfulness that surrounds them.
Is the technology to be used in your project justified considering all its aspects?
• The machinery to be used in the shop services the subject of the thesis prompt. The technology would also act as a 
source of income to financially support the space. Both in and out of season, shop workers can be tending the ice boats and 
wooden watercraft brought in for repair. The machinery also serves as a learning element for locals interested in learning the 
art. Learning is a medium that can bridge cultures, and the technology involved can be a shared learning experience.
Why is the project important to be implemented in its social context?
• The project is about both building community as well as a national identity. The community involved with such a 
project revolves around the lake. The subjects of this project are boats- that which are used to explore and use the lake in 
all seasons. So, at the base these watercraft should be gathered around and celebrated.  Right now, there is not a formal 
boathouse that celebrates both wooden boats and ice boats.
Why is the project important to be implemented in its cultural context?
• It brings together multiple classes and nationalities. Lake Geneva has a large immigrant working-class culture to 
sustain the tourist industry. This class knows about hard work and craftsmanship. The upper class also knows about hard 
work and can relate around the appreciation for craft of the boats. It is a subject that bridges these gaps. 
How is the project justified in its chosen site location?
• This site is central to the main downtown tourist area. It clearly needs to be adjacent to water, and the plot of land 
it is on remains vacant. This is an amenity that activates the waterfront, as well as draws people to the area. The riviera is 
currently the only large indoor gathering venue and is constantly booked to capacity. Supplementing this with a boathouse 
with additional gathering space justifies its location.
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HISTORICAL CONTEXT HISTORICAL CONTEXT

The history of wooden boats in Lake Geneva reaches all 
the way back to the 1870’s.  In 1871, Chicago suffered 
the famous great Chicago fire, which forced many people 
from their homes.  Many of the wealthy sought summer 
refuge, and cut north on the newly completed Chicago 
and North-western train line to the small village.  The first 
boat on the lake was the Fanny Allen, a wooden sailboat 
that shuttled visitors to their new lake homes that began 
to spring up around the lake.  Eventually, a steamboat took 
over this task and ushered in the new culture.  The earliest 
mentions of ice boats on Lake Geneva are also from 
around 1870, as documented in “The Lake Geneva Herald”.  
At that time, they were all stern steerers and were a much 
larger size than today’s skeeter class. 

As the interest grew, small boat shops spring up that 
built steamboats and fishing boats till the turn of the 
century.  A local shop was started in library park, run by 
an English immigrant named “Napper”.  He would work to 
build fishing boats and steam boats for years up until the 
1920’s.  The first ever 4th of July races were held in 1876, 
which ushered in the formation of the Lake Geneva Yacht 
Club.  In 1900, gas powered engines brought boats to the 
forefront, reaching speeds of up to 15 mph.  After the first 
world war ended, the surplus of airplane engines worked 
nicely as new speedboat engines.

A new wave of wooden boats hit Lake Geneva in the early 
20’s when highway 12 opened to allow the shipping of 
luxury imported boats.  Hacker-Craft Boats, Gar Wood 
Boats, and Chris-Craft Boats were nationally the top-of-
the-line commodity when it came to bespoke, custom 

Wooden Boats Wooden Boats
wooden boats.  With this new demand, Napper’s boat-works saw less demand and were overtaken by the rich, shiny mahogany hulls of 
imported craft.  

The Great Depression and World War 2 killed all sentiments of leisure on the lake.  Many of the boat manufacturers went bankrupt or 
converted to making practical boats for the war.  For a time during the 50’s, many of these boats returned, but again faded with the new 
technology of fiberglass in the 60’s.  At the same time, in 1930 a boatbuilder named Walter Beauvais from Fontana set out to build a 
better and safer design of ice boat, better than the stern-steerers that preceded the current designs.  He moved steering to the front of 
the boat and decreased the sail design to a single 75-square-foot area.  This new model was termed the “Beau-Skeeter”, and became the 
international standard for design due to its affordability and ease of use. 

Not long after its inception, Walter Beauvais and some others met in 
William’s Bay to form the Beau-Skeeter Ice Boat Club in March of 1933.  
During a time of war, depression, and decreasing interest for the luxury 
of wooden boats, thrill seekers were rising in the sport of ice boating.  
The organization adopted the Northwest Ice Yachting Association’s set 
of rules.

In the 1980’s, wooden boats began to see a resurgence.  Those who 
grew up with boating remembered their past and began to seek those 
same boats for ownership.  Now, even second tier boats are highly rare 
and collectible.  Owning one of these icons is a symbol of tradition for 
all those who get to experience it. 

Figure 7.1

Figure 7.2 Figure 7.3 Figure 7.4 Figure 7.5

Figure 7.6
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HISTORICAL CONTEXT HISTORICAL CONTEXT
Lake Geneva Wooden Boats
Lake Geneva was first found by white men in 
1831 by a family traveling between Fort Dearborn 
in Chicago and Fort Winnebago in Portage 
City.  Up until this point, the Oneota Tribes had 
lived peacefully in the area since 1000 BC.  The 
Potawatomi Tribe of forest migrators were more 
confrontational and had driven the Oneota out of 
the area.  These tribes were driven out by the U.S. 
Army following the Black Hawk War of 1831-32.  
This was what drove out Chief Big Foot and the 
local Potawatomi Tribe in 1836.
As stated in the lake analysis, John Brink had 
claimed the waterfall power at the mouth of the 
White river in 1835.  This was used to power mills 
of all sorts through the mid 1800’s.  By 1840, the 
town had 2 hotels, 2 general stores, 3 churches, 
and a distillery, along with a small community.

As the country recovered from the civil war, Lake 
Geneva already began to attract visitors from 
Chicago.  As mentioned in the history of Wooden 
Boats on the lake, the Chicago fire in 1871 also 
drove many wealthy businessmen to the lake.  The 
area began to resemble what would be found in 
upstate New York at the time, and was known as 
the Newport of the West.  All the construction for 
the houses provided a basis for industry on top 
of the already growing industries of milling and 
furniture in the area.  When the railroad arrived, 
they would transport ice to be used in Chicago for 
preserving food until World War 2.

During the prohibition years of the late 20’s and early 30’s, 
bootleggers would use hidden stores and underground tunnels 
to smuggle and hide alcohol from the FBI.  Gangsters like Bugs 
Moran, Baby Face Nelson, Jimmy Murray, and possibly even Al 
Capone would hide out in Como and Lake Geneva establishments.  

Following this era, the town grew rapidly in its entertainment 
venues.  The Riviera, directly adjacent to the site, hosted dances 
and performances by artists like Frank Sinatra, Duke Ellington, 
and Ella Fitzgerald.  In the 60’s, Fontana built the Midwest’s 
largest hotel at 225 rooms.  Hugh Heffner also opened his second 
Playboy Club just outside of Lake Geneva that also hosted many 
famous singers like Cher and Bob Hope.  

Lake Geneva and the surrounding communities had developed into 
a destination location to entertain and house some of the richest 
people in America.  This ushered in a very unique environment 
unlike any other in the world.  Midwestern seasons and people 
were combined with luxury spending and innovation to afford a 
grouping of towns that proved to be the perfect incubator of lake 
life to sustain a summer AND winter boating scene.

Figure 7.71

Figure 7.72

Figure 7.8

Figure 7.9
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SITE ANALYSIS - INTRODUCTION SITE ANALYSIS - INTRODUCTION
201 WRIGLEY DRIVE

Chicago
Lake Geneva

Milwaukee
Madison

LOCATION: Lake Geneva, WI 42.58982, -88.43412COORDINATES:

Lake Geneva is a tourist town located with close proximity to Milwaukee, Madison, and Chicago.  The site is 78,550 
square feet in area, with a 350 square foot parking lot.  The majority of the site is open green-space, named FlatIron 
park due to the similar shape of the Flatiron building in New York.  Other than small site features, there are no large 
buildings of importance on the site.  All existing features are documented in the Site Features portion of the research.  
The site is surrounded on two sides with water, and bordered by two main thoroughfares through downtown Lake 
Geneva.

Table 3.1 Table 3.2 Table 3.3

Table 3.4

Table 3.5 Table 3.6
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SITE ANALYSIS - LAKE ACCESS SITE ANALYSIS - LAKE ACCESS

Geneva Lake as an area of 5,401 acres.  It dives to depths of over 135 feet, has 6 different boat landings, and has 6 beaches. The lake 
holds a stock of many types of fish, including Panfish, Largemouth Bass, Smallmouth Bass, Northern Pike, Trout, and Walleye.  This 
makes it both an idea lake for fishing and for watersports.  The lake is spring-fed, giving excellent quality to the water.  This also means it 
typically freezes over later than the neighboring lakes, Delevan and Como.  This effects ice boating in that typically a few races can be had 
on the other lakes earlier in the season.

The lake has three bordering communities- The city of Lake Geneva, Fontana, 
and Williams Bay.  The area was priorly inhabited by a band of Potawtomi, led 
by Big Foot for 3 decades leading up to the early 1800’s.  The walking path that 
circumnavigates the lake shore was used by the native Americans for travel and 
access.  The first settlers in the area designated that the first 20’ of lake shore 
would be public access.  So, to this day one can still take a walk around the lake on 
this public land.

The lake was originally called Kish-Way-Kee-Tow, meaning “clear water”.  The lake 
drains to the white river outlet, which leads straight through town.   This river was 
dammed for power in the early 1800’s by John Brink.  This power fed many mills 
that were subsequently built.  It was directly adjacent to the site at the White River 
outlet an noted in the surrounding features portion.  This is a significant factor 
in the thesis, as the mouth of the White River could prove to be a viable inlet for 
water-traveling visitors to the site.

Lake Geneva
Big Foot Beach State Park
Linn Road
Fontana
William’s Bay
Chapin Road

1

1
2
3
4
5
6

2

3

4

5

6

Public Access Points

FONTANA

FONTANA

WILLIAMS BAY

LINN

LINN

LINN

LAKE GENEVA

Table 3.7
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SITE ANALYSIS - QUALITATIVE SITE ANALYSIS - QUALITATIVE

2

2
3

3

4 4

5

5

1

1

Visit - Lake Geneva

Boat Docks

Dam

Brunk Pavilion

Gazebo

Three Graces Statue

Boat Launch
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Wetland Preserve

Wrigley Dr. Bridge

Gump Statue

Boat Docks

The Riviera

2

3

4 5

1

1

2

4

5

3

SITE ANALYSIS - QUALITATIVE SITE ANALYSIS - QUALITATIVE
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Library
Retail

Public Beach
White R. Outlet

Riviera
Site

3-Star Hotel
3-Star Hotel
3-Star Hotel

SITE ANALYSIS - QUANTITATIVE
SURROUNDING FEATURES

Table 4.1

SITE ANALYSIS - QUANTITATIVE
SURROUNDING FEATURES

Part of the purpose in selecting this particular site is to draw multiple types 
of crowds.  It lies at the intersection of many zoning regions and can be active 
throughout the day.  To the east are 3 of the largest hotels directly downtown, 
meaning many season visitors will be directly adjacent to the site.  The main 
core of downtown to the north is host to large retail blocks that see heavy 
foot traffic throughout the day.  This works jointly with the hotels, being that 
residents will most likely pass the site on foot at least twice a day.  Wrigley Drive 
is lined with some of the best dining experiences in town, and all have patio 
dining options.  If tourists or guests finish lunch or dinner just one block away, 
they might be inclined to take an after-meal walk past the site to view the boats 
on display.  The thesis Skeeter Yacht Club includes a dining venue with a bar, so 
the site actually extends the dining experiences further along the water front.

The existing boat launch directly adjacent to the site is heavily trafficked during 
the summer and will serve as an excellent means of access to launch ice boats 
in the winter.
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TOPOGRAPHY
The site’s surrounding topography is neither sloped and terraformed for building purposes.  The site itself is relatively 
flat, with little deviation in elevation except for only around a foot or two.  Storm drainage is efficient in that water can 
easily be drained into the bordering lake and harbor.

SITE ANALYSIS - QUANTITATIVE

Table 4.2

SOILS

The site’s soil is comprised 
of almost all Alluvial type of 
land (Am).  This is mostly 
sedimentary with bedrock 
being much deeper.  This is 
somewhat ideal for drainage, 
as the soil is rather porous.  It 
can be built upon with raft or 
pile foundations.

FsB
W

Am
Ww

W
MpC

Map Unit Symbol Map Unit Name Acres in AOI Percent of AOI

Am Alluvial land 4.1 72.2%

FsB Fox silt loam, 2 to 6 percent 
slopes

0.2 3.6%

MpC McHenry silt loam, 6 to 12 
percent slopes

0.0 0.7%

W Water 1.1 19.7%

Ww Wet alluvial land 0.2 3.7%

Totals for Area of Interest 5.7 100.0%

Soil Map—Walworth County, Wisconsin

Natural Resources
Conservation Service

Web Soil Survey
National Cooperative Soil Survey

12/11/2021
Page 3 of 3

SITE ANALYSIS - QUANTITATIVE

Table 4.3 Table 4.4
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Primary traffic

Secondary traffic

Tertiary traffic

VEHICULAR TRAFFIC

Since Lake Geneva is mainly a tourist town, the streets 
are bustling on weekends and in the summer, and very 
quiet during the winter.  The primary Main Street cuts 
through downtown on the East/West axis, while Broad 
and Center street run North/South to the lake.  Wrigley 
Drive boarders the lake past the Riviera and to the 
Southwest of the site.

Parking is located on most street frontages.  A small 
parking lot occupies the north side of the site for access 
to docked boats in the bay, with street parking along 
the Eastern edge.  Additional parking will be needed for 
loading/unloading of boats and parking for events.

SITE ANALYSIS - QUANTITATIVE

Table 4.5

Geneva Lake walk

Sidewalks

Crosswalk

PEDESTRIAN TRAFFIC

Geneva Lake Shore Path

The downtown of Lake Geneva is highly walkable.  Every 
street frontage has a sidewalk, usually backed by retail 
or dining experiences.  The site currently is Flatiron Park, 
which is dwarfed by Elm Park to the West.  Other than 
outdoor events in the summer, the park doesn’t have 
permanent attractions, which lessens the value of the 
space to the city.  

The Geneva Lake Shore Path is a 26 mile path that 
loops around the entire shore, and is a large attraction 
for visitors year round.  Part of the path cuts directly in 
front of the park, which continually brings visitors to the 
site.

SITE ANALYSIS - QUANTITATIVE

Table 4.6 Table 4.7
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VIEWS
The obvious draw to any water-side building are the 
views out to the lake.  The main pedestrian circulation 
will be along the lake path, coming down from Broad 
Street.  That converges with the Geneva Lake Shore 
Path, so people will approach the site on foot from the 
water frontage.  The parking lot for events will be on the 
opposite side of the site, meaning that the site would lie 
between arrival and the main view.  

Secondary views are directed towards the Riviera, 
historically and aesthetically iconic in town.  The point 
to the park where the 3 roads converge is also a strong 
moment for views on the site, facing out along the 
shore.

The Riviera
Flat Iron Park
Geneva Lake

SITE ANALYSIS - QUANTITATIVE

Table 4.8

VEGETATION
Lake Geneva is known for large, mature trees that line 
its streets and cover its neighborhoods.  Northeast of 
the site is Samuel Donian Wetland Preserve, a large park 
that is maintained and enjoyed by everyone in town.  
That park ends at Center Street and transitions to Flat 
Iron Park.  The legacy of the trees and nature should 
in some way remain on the site through the thesis.  
Visually, it connects the lake to the wetland preserve, 
and increases walkability.

The shore is also buffered by trees, planted between 
the road and the lake.  Overall, most short vegetation 
is minimal, purposely to increase the amount of usable 
space.  The majority of the vegetation is found in 
mature elm, oak, and ash tress. 

SITE ANALYSIS - QUANTITATIVE

Table 4.9
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WIND
Prevailing winds are typical from the west, but 
are heightened by the adjacency to the lake.  The 
orientation of the lake is in the east-west orientation, so 
winds have a chance to freely flow into the site.  

This can effect any large overhangs or awnings on the 
structure of a building.  The large quantities of mature 
trees help to diminish these sustained effects, but large 
gusts should still be taken into consideration.  The 
wind is really the core of what sailing and ice boating 
is.  The boat plays directly from this natural feature and 
gets all of its power from it.  It’s only when the wind 
is understood and harnessed that a boat can sail - or 
skate.  

Boats can even sail into the wind through a process of 
tacking.  This  involves cutting back and forth, just off 
the angle of the prevailing winds and adjusting the sails 
accordingly.

prevailing wind

tacking vector

no-sail zone

SITE ANALYSIS - QUANTITATIVE

Table 5.1 Table 5.2

SUN

Solar orientation is vital for a workshop as noted in prior case studies.  The quality of light in a space is necessary for 
small tasks in the space, like fine sanding or inspecting surface finish.  Since the site is heavily shaded and will strive 
for shading in the future, solar orientation is leveraged for the workspace.  Passive heating and cooling can also be 
harnessed in this sense.  

SITE ANALYSIS - QUANTITATIVE

Table 5.3 Table 5.4
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PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
SPACE LIST

USE ROOMS Square Feet Percent

Shop Service 250 0.85%

Shop Construction 2000 6.77%

Shop Storage/Dining/Flex 2000 6.77%

Shop Material Storage 300 1.02%

Shop Classroom 800 2.71%

Shop Boat Storage 10000 33.84%

Event Space Boat Storage 600 2.03%

Dining Kitchen 1000 3.38%

Dining Bar 200 0.68%

Dining Flex Dining/Event room 1700 5.75%

Support Docks 0 0.00%

Support Loading 300 1.02%

Support Parking 10000 33.84%

Support Launch 400 1.35%

TOTAL 29550 100.00%

Spaces listed are what was assessed as needed 
prior to final research.  The square footages 
are loosely based off of the case studies and 
localized study.

The shop space is meant to bleed into the event 
and dining space, so those square footages 
increase the total beyond what is actual.  The 
interaction of these spaces will be determined in 
the final design, which will yield precise square 
footages.

Table 5.5

Service

Construction

Storage/Flex

Material Storage

Classroom

Boat Storage (Shop)

Boat Storage (Event Space)

Kitchen

Bar

Flex Dining/Event Room

Docks

Loading

Parking

Launch

Adjacent Use

Nearby

Non- Correlated

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
SPACE RELATIONSHIPS

Spaces operate in a highly functional manner, 
as informed by the case studies.  Boats 
have awkwardly tall and long dimensions, so 
movement should remain un-obstructed and as 
linear as possible.  

The loading zone is a multi-use space to supply 
the shop and the kitchen.  Any large items are 
able to flow to their necessary spaces with ease. 

Table 5.6
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Public Gathering

Boat Construction

Dining Support

Service

Adjacency

MAP KEY

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA
Space Adjacency

The diagram to the right 
illustrates the relative 
location of spaces within 
the design compared to 
each-other.  The sizes 
accord with the square 
footages listed prior.  Any 
overlap designates shared 
area.  The purpose of 
this diagram is to inform 
the design of space in 
program in the second 
semester.

Behavioral Performance
The behavioral performance of the space lies at the basis of the design concept.  If the 
space is designed correctly, it should foster the notion that visitors will leave with a 
heightened awareness of the craft and history of wooden boat construction on Geneva 
Lake.  The means of entry, approach, seating, and exit should all cater to this experience.

Space Allocation
The goal of allocating square footage on the site will be its responsible use.  The site 
is a public park and extension of other green spaces adjacent.  The site lies at the 
convergence of two of the busiest streets in town, and can be seen from the water’s 
approach.  The building and spaces should enhance the site in every sensible way.

Psychologial Impact
As stated in the behavioral performance, the lasting impact the experience leaves on 
the visitor will be brought on by the spaces and people involved.  With the dining and 
gathering room being in close proximity to the workshop, visitors maintain a visual 
connection with the process, and thus can share stories and knowledge over a meal 
or in a meeting.  The impact that these experiences drive are what creates a positive 
psychological attitude toward Geneva Lake’s boating history.

Environmental Performance
Just as the boats have a respect for a process and material through their construction, 
the building should have respect for the environment.  Beyond this, its environmental 
performance should passively leverage the elements, just as a ice yacht leverages the 
wind for propulsion.  This symbiotic relationship would create identity and a bar for 
sustainability in Lake Geneva and surrounding towns. 

Space Adjacency
PERFORMANCE CRITERIA

Table 5.7
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THEN
Original 1935 Lake Geneva Beau-Skeeters

Figure 8.1

NOW
Modern Day DN Skeeters

Figure 8.2
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DESIGN PROCESS
Sketches

DESIGN PROCESS
Sketches

+ Process Sketches

The primary process of design 
generation was executed through 
sketches and design ideation.  The 
program of Skeeter Yacht Club was 
derived through iterative overlays of 
sketch paper over a broader existing 
site plan.  Views, daylighting, access, 
circulation, program, sustainability, and 
seasons were put into consideration.  
Additional sketches show a snapshot 
of design process behind some of the 
more detailed aspects of the project.  
Many of the forms, the structure, and 
design elements were derived from an 
ice boat’s construction and structure.  

Figure 9.1

Figure 9.2 Figure 9.3

Figure 9.4

Figure 9.5 Figure 9.6
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DESIGN PROCESS DESIGN PROCESS
User Analysis

CARRY THE MOST KNOWLEDGE OR TRADITION, EXPERTS IN THE SPORT

CURRENT PRIMARY PARTICIPANTS; MOST LIKELY TO BUILD AND REPAIR ICE BOATS

SMALL CURRENT INTEREST; HAVE FINANCIAL MEANS TO INVEST IN THE SPORT

MEDIATOR TO CHILDREN, MORE LIKELY TO INVEST TIME AT SMALL SCALES

HAVE THE TIME AND CURIOSITY TO LEARN; YET TO CHOOSE CAREER PATH 

GENUINE CURIOSITY AND AMAZEMENT

+ Demographic Distillation

The user analysis is vital in understanding how 
the club will be used and sustained.  Older 
demographics are the driver behind historical 
knowledge and tradition of ice boating in the local 
region.  They likely will have more time available to 
them, which can translate to leading workshops, 
volunteering time in upkeep, hosting meetings, 
and obviously partaking in ice boating on the lake.  
Middle aged demographics are a large target group.  
These are the generations with an income that are 
the current gap between the next generations of ice 
boaters.  They bring interest, children, income, and 
ideas to the table, especially in a tourist town.  
Lastly, young adults and children have the benefit 
of time and interest.  For this reason, they are more 
likely to pursue ice boating as a hobby; they need 
only the resources and facilities to allow them the 
opportunity.  Skeeter Yacht Club is a destination 
that combines these three groups in an ecosystem 
that becomes sustainable with time.

Figure 9.7
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DESIGN PROCESS
Preliminary Elevations and Floor Plans

DESIGN PROCESS
Preliminary Floor Plans

The included illustrations are representations of the project progression 
at the mid-semester review.  The design program is organized, but the 
building lacks its emblematic character and materiality discussed in the 
project goals.  This is the groundwork for the final design solution.

Figure 9.8

Figure 9.10 Figure 9.11 Figure 9.12

Figure 9.9
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Response to Site Response to Site

Central Node Maintain Environment Direct Massing

Optimize Geometry Refine Massing

The design approach looked first at the site for direction.  Analysis 
provided that a central node was to be established for effective 
approaches.  Three main approaches made themselves evident: 
Visitor access from the water by means of the bay, access from the 
sidewalk along the lake shore, and access from off site by means 
of an eastern parking lot.  Situating the building at the epicenter 
of these three axis ensured effective engagement with the varied 
street conditions.
The design then seeks to maintain the surrounding environment, 
adding green spaces and walkways where needed.  The site 
previously terminated the path that approached from the adjacent 
wetland preserve.  With the new design, this path continues 
through the site to the water’s edge.
The first move with the building mass was to situate the estimated 
required square footage in a dynamic form that would engage 
the three aforementioned approaches.  This initial mass is then 
optimized for the building’s uses.  The areas estimated for boat 
displays are given a heightened mass, while the areas that address 
pedestrian entrances are stooped to an approachable scale.  The 
roof is also tilted for efficient drainage under snow loads, and given 
an optimal angle for a solar array on the southwest roof.
Lastly, the building’s massing is broken into 5 distinct forms.  Each 
form is given a distinct roof plane according to the needed space 
within.  The highest volume shelters the second floor mezzanine 
within the building.

DESIGN PROCESS DESIGN PROCESS

Figure 10.1

Figure 10.2
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PROJECT SOLUTION DOCUMENTATION PROJECT SOLUTION DOCUMENTATION

+ Skeeter Yacht Club
Skeeter Yacht club is comprised of 
the Boecraft workshop, Hiker’s Bar 
and Restaurant, and the Geneva 
Visitor’s Center.  The solution that 
follows is the conclusive design, 
spurned by research and analysis of 
the thesis topic.

Figure 11.1
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PROJECT SOLUTION DOCUMENTATION PROJECT SOLUTION DOCUMENTATION
First Floor Plan Second Floor Plan

Outdoor Patio Hiker’s Bar

Boat Landing Storage

Geneva Visitor’s Center

Conference Room Bathrooms

Hiker’s Restaurant

Kitchen

Support

The Gallery

Loading Dock

Boecraft Workshop

+ Club Composition
Skeeter Yacht Club is designed 
to be flexible in how it services 
the community.  Geneva Visitor’s 
Center, “Hiker’s” bar and food venue, 
and the Boecraft Workshop are 
all contained within the Skeeter 
Yacht Club.  The club can service 
special events, lead workshops, 
and host meetings all from within 
the same building.  These services 
economically support the club and 
attract new people to the facility.  

Scale: 1/16” = 1’

0’ 40’

’

0’ 40’

’

0’ 40’

Figure 11.2

Figure 11.3
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PROJECT SOLUTION DOCUMENTATION PROJECT SOLUTION DOCUMENTATION
East Elevation

+Building Form
Skeeter Yacht Club features architectural elements that 
pull from an ice boat’s design.  In elevation, the leaning 
slopes of the roof lines reach out in a way the mimics 
the hull of an ice boat.  In similar fashion, the mast-like 
structure anchors the design’s entrance while at the 
same time provides support to the building.  Horizontal 
elements carry throughout to convey an aerodynamic 
vernacular that is ever-present in an ice boat.

Building Structure

+ Construction
Skeeter Ice Boats are built by hand, using Sitka spruce as the primary 
construction material.  The construction utilizes iterative bulkhead 
support members to obtain the lofted form of the boat’s hull.  Skeeter 
Yacht Club derives its materiality and construction from these same 
principles, employing a repetitive glue-lam structure to support the 
gallery space.  Much of the building’s design draws inspiration from 
elements of the ice boat.Figure 11.4

Figure 11.5

Figure 11.6
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PROJECT SOLUTION DOCUMENTATION PROJECT SOLUTION DOCUMENTATION
East Exterior Mezzanine and Flex Space

Figure 12.1 Figure 12.2
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PROJECT SOLUTION DOCUMENTATION PROJECT SOLUTION DOCUMENTATION
North Boat Arrival Hiker’s Bar, Mezzanine

Figure 12.3 Figure 12.4
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Boecraft Workshop The Gallery
PROJECT SOLUTION DOCUMENTATION PROJECT SOLUTION DOCUMENTATION

Figure 12.5 Figure 12.6
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PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Response to Site Response to Site

Riviera Beach

Elm Park
Main St.

Wetland Preserve

The Riviera

Site

+ Passive Implementation
As stated in the design proposal, 
the project is to embody the spirit 
of ice boating in how it responds to 
the environment.  

+Adjacency Inventory
Skeeter Yacht Club responds to surrounding parks and 
wetlands by drawing paths and circulation through the 
site.  Trees help shade the park and provide a cohesive 
visual transition to the surrounding parks.   Tourists 
are only walking distance from the main shopping 
corridor and Riviera gathering venue, and are offered 
unobstructed access to the lake.

Figure 13.1 Figure 13.2
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PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS  PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Response to Precedent Research Response to Precedent Research

+ Precedent Form Generation

The project responds to precedent research through its program 
and form.  As stated in the initial research, ice boating is in 
decline and has been for years.  People lack the understanding 
of importance of time, tradition, and craft.  In a modern age of 
technology and commodity, these ideologies have little room to 
exist.  Ice boats also lack exposure, especially in summer months.  
Most boats sit in garages for the entire year unless being raced, 
never to be seen otherwise.  The response to these issues 
brings the boats into the light of the public forum.  Solving the 
issue of exposure is carried out in The Gallery.  Passing down 
knowledge and the hobby is then facilitated through the space.  
As seen in the first case study, tradition is reignited when given 
the space to exist.  By adding additional site amenities as seen 
in the restaurant and tourism center, more people are drawn to 
the subject matter by many means of interest. 
The form takes a similar approach as the latter two case studies 
presented in the research portion.  Materiality, details, and 
structure all parallel on the precedence.  This is not a cheap 
copy, but merely taking the same design inspiration of the 
subject matter: in this case, an ice boat.  Figure 13.3
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PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Initial Project Goals Response to Goals

1 2 31 2 3
Promote the history and story of 

wooden watercraft in Lake Geneva
Facilitate the tradition and skills of 

craftsmanship
Create a destination that bolsters 

the regional economic motives

Precedent history informed the 
narrative for the final solution.  The 
history is alive in the boats that are 
still used today, passed to the next 
generation through the artifact itself.  
The Skeeter Yacht Club is a physical 
place for these stories to be shared 
and archived. 

The Boecraft exists as a portal for 
woodworking and the sharing of the 
art, as informed by precedent case 
studies.  Similar to the Center for 
Wooden Boats, locals can take classes, 
build personal projects, and share 
in the expert opinion that the space 
facilitates.

Skeeter Yacht Club is a year-round 
destination.  It provides a venue for 
events and celebrations in the summer, 
the restaurant and bar deem it 
economically viable, and the workshop 
transitions with the seasonal 
watersports to be a flexible use.
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PHYSICAL MODEL
PROCESS

PHYSICAL MODEL
PROCESS

Figure 14.1 Figure 14.2 Figure 14.3

Figure 14.4

Figure 14.5
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PHYSICAL MODEL PHYSICAL MODEL

Figure 14.6

Figure 14.7

Figure 14.8 Figure 14.9
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• Since 1992, ice boating in Lake Geneva and the Midwest has declined in participation.

• The youngest current participant is 53.

• Lake Geneva doesn’t openly celebrate its ice boating heritage.

• There is no catalyst venue for mentoring future generations in craft.

• The sport is mostly invisible, especially in the summer.
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PROJECT INSTALLATION PROJECT PRESENTATION

Figure 15.1 Figure 15.2
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APPENDIX

ICE BOAT CLUBS
Boe-Craft Skeeter Association
Chickawaukee Ice Boat Club, Maine
Connecticut Ice Yacht Club
DN America Forum
DN Europe
DN North America
DN World Portal
Green Lake, WI Ice Yacht Club
Grand Traverse Ice Yacht Club
Gull Lake, MI Ice Yacht Club
4LIYC Ice Optimist Youth Sailing
Hudson River Ice Yachting
Ice Boat Foundation – MARY B
International Skeeter Association
Lake Ronkonkoma Long Island, NY
Long Branch Ice Boat Club, NJ
International Renegade Association
Jack Jacobs Northern Michigan Ice Boating
Menekaunee Ice Yacht Club, Menominee, MI
Minnesota iceboating.net
Montana Ice Sailing Yahoo Group
Montreal, Canada Ice Boating Association
New England Ice Yacht Association
Nite National Organization

CONTACTS

APPENDIX

2nd Year

Charlotte Greub
Meditation Room
Minneapolis Rowing Club

Prof. Cindy Urness
Dwelling Project
Mixed-Use Project

3rd Year

Prof. Bakr Aly Ahmed
Taipinghu Resort
2020 Olympic Aquatics Center

Regin Schwaen
House for the 21st Century
Bismarck Office Project

4th Year

David Crutchfield
Miami Highrise Capstone

Kristi Hanson
Medora Masterplan

5th Year

Lance Josal
Fargo Amtrak Station

Prof. Bakr Aly Ahmed
Boecraft Continuum

JARED KAESMEYER

North Shrewsbury, NJ Ice Yacht Club
Northwest Regatta
Paul Goodwin IDNIYRA site
South Bay Scooter Club, Long Island, NY
South Side Ice Yacht Club, Oshkosh, WI
Toledo, OH Ice Yacht Club
West Michigan Ice Yacht Club
Wisconsin Stern Steerers Association
Yankee Ice Yacht Association
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